Gene expression and development of early pig embryos produced by serial nuclear transfer.
During nuclear transfer, reprogramming makes the donor nucleus capable of directing development of the reconstructed embryo. In most cases reprogramming is incomplete, which leads to abnormal expression of early embryonic genes and subsequently, to reduced developmental potential. In the present study, we monitored the expression of Oct4, Nanog, and Sox2 in cloned porcine embryos and evaluated whether serial nuclear transfer, the transfer of nuclei of cloned embryos into enucleated oocytes, has the potential to provide a more complete reprogramming of the donor genome. The data suggested that Nanog and Sox2 expression is properly reactivated after nuclear transfer, but the relative abundance of Oct4 transcripts is abnormally low in cloned porcine blastocysts compared to control embryos produced by in vitro fertilization. When the nuclei of 8- to 16-cell stage cloned embryos were introduced into enucleated oocytes to expose the chromosomes repeatedly to the ooplasmic factors, the resulting embryos showed poor developmental potential: a significantly lower percentage of embryos developed to the 4-cell (12.0% vs. 31.8%), 8-cell (3.1% vs. 15.0%) and blastocyst (0% vs. 8.7%) stages compared to those produced following a single round of nuclear transfer (P < 0.05). The additional time for reprogramming also did not improve gene expression. By the late 4-cell stage, Oct4 and Sox2 expression levels were low in serial nuclear transfer embryos compared to those in embryos generated by in vitro fertilization or nuclear transfer. Overall, both developmental and gene expression data indicated that reprogramming of the donor nucleus could not be improved by serial nuclear transfer in the pig.